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00171' :-j:;I?OKAKY L IT ATUHE
The history of literal are see.Tia to be as .Tiuoh an
account of reactions as of actions. P^ach g-eneration looks
with scorn upon the principles of the generation preceding
it, and sets oat for itself in exactly the opposite direction.
Gal.TQ classic is'D is i araediately followed hy emotional roman-
ticism, and that in torn by brutal realism.
7/e, today, are suffering from a reaction, the cause
of v/hich can be traced to two distinct movements. We are
sufferinfT from the effects of that world-shocKino: calamity,
the Great War, as well as from the effects of the Victorianism
that preceded it. Poth have contriouted in their o'vn particular
v/ay to the formation of that phenomenon: our modern literature.
Having been made bitter and cynical oy the unspeakable horrors of
the war, we have revolted against the self-satisfaction and smug
morality of our predecessors, against their conventions and their
optimism, their refusal to deal with a certain portion of human
experience, their sentimentality, their acquiescence to respect-
aoility, and their artificial social scales. We have set up in
opposition our own standards of realism: standards of defiance
against traditions and conventions. We have become skeptical
and pessimistic. We have torn do’vn all barriers, and we look at
life in its entirety. But, like all revolutions, oui's has brought
in its train many undesirable and often lanentable consequences.

2Life in contem.porary literature, has oecorae a hopeless stru^^le,
Our view, has Decorae distorted. \'le have lost serenity and depth.
3y our :iiad delving into ’’psyohology’’ we have done away with
modesty and decorum. No field is now too coarse for our delving,
no plane too sacred for our iconoclastic passion, le have low-
ered the dignity and beauty of human nature by our ’’scientific”
examination of individual character and emotions.
Perhaps because our realism has gone to the limit, or
perhaps because roraanticism is oerennial and can never be wholly
Obliterated, there ai e to be found amonir modern writers those who
corubine our modern realism with the romanticism that belongs to
all ages. After all, leaiism and romanticism are not essentially
opposinPT aovements. healism is more the complement than the
opposite of romanticism. In modern literature we sometimes find
a blending? of the two v/hich we may call romantic realism, and a
master in this type of writ ins? is oir Jfiraes Barrie, the romantic
realist, par excellence.
When life seems too complex, 'hen the strain of living
is too great, Barrie offers us a raeans of escape into a wonderland
of his own discovery, "a visionary realm wholly remote from life,
and that is life.” His ideal world is not a ref'uere frora reality,
on the contrary it helps us to face life and all its unpleasant
facts. Stripping life of superficialities, 3arrie points out
the only important truths, those truths that have become suomerged
in our subconsciousness.
Barrie defends no dogma, and upholds no theor.y. His
sympathy is unlimited; ittranscenls the limits of nationality
?
5and ti*ae and reaches universal human sentiments. Ke writes of
one subject, that which hichardson called ’’love and nonsense,
men and v/omen.’’ His criticism of life contains nothing: new.
He offers no fresh iipht on ways and means, or on morals, or
on human nature. He offers only delightfully odd and often
surprisingly oenetratine- conf ir.aati ons of current judgments.
3arrie realizes that the most pressing need of our
materialistic ap:e is a healthy outlook which will enable the
modern to take a sane vie”/ of many thinsrs which are now beina*
dwarfed into ins irnifance
.
Barrie is a master of two arts, ha vine: gained extra-
ordinary fame as a novelist and a drainatist.
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PAHT I
Barrie - The IJovelist
CHAPT3H I
Thrums
In the little red to'-'Vn of xlirriernair in Baotland,
in one of its ’’houses jumbled together in a oup,” - the
Grampian fountains <?iving the to'vn its shape, - ’’’vee
Jamie'* was born on the ninth day of May, 1860, the ninth
of Mrs. Barrie's ten children. This child ’vas destined
to help the world discover af i esh what it had always
kno^vn, the vital, unalterable truths, the ^'/isdom we in-
herited and kne’'/ absolutely as children, when ’’the clouds
of glory" had not yet faded, and when ’’the vision splen-
did" was still to oe seen. He began his ’7ork oy writing
of his own little ocotch village v/hich he kne'7 so well.
In his oooks he calls it ’’Thrums", a word which is used to
designate ’’the loose threads that catch up a thread broken
in handle om ’veaving." (1) He told of its queer, un-
worldly inhaoitants, and of their joys, their sorrows,
their sins and their virtues.
Convinced that the world was seeking and was long
ing not for the things 've usually think it seeks, namely.
(1) Thomas Moult - Barrie p. 4y
r*
‘I'* ,
j, *
opo'ver, '•/ealth, and fame; oat that on the contrary, it
vma seekinsT ’'that imperial palace ’-/hence "/e came,” yoan^
Barrie came to London by ’7ay of Ldinooreh Univeraity
and a Nottingham newspaper, i/ith no money, no frienda,
and no influence, oat poaaeaaing the happy kno’vledge
that -vaa to help humanity to escape the horrid clatches
of materialism, and to help them unburden their lives
of alL reminders of time and decay.
ir
The first ’’Thrama” sketch that '7a3 published
’vas entitled in A.uld Licht ::ommunity
,
and appeared in
the 3t. James’s Gazette of Novemoer 17, 1884. This
'vas "/ritten "/hiie Barrie '.vaa a leader -'vr iter on a
provincial daily oaper of IJottineham, and before he
had ever seen London. The success of this sketch and
of others dealing '/ith Thrums made the young: Journalist
realize that he had struck a rich vein, and it made
him amoitioua to come to London; and in spite of advice
to the contrary he risked everything and came. He
tells us in his o’7n inimitaoie style of his decision:

o’vrote and aaked the editor if I shoald come to London, und
he eaid no, eo I 'vent
,
laden ^/ith charees from my mother to
walk in the middle of the atreet (they jump oat on yoa aa yoa
are taming a corner), never to ventai’e forth after sanset,
and always to look up everything (I who coaid never lock up
any thina: except my heart in company) (1)
We shall deal briefly with a few of Barrie's ’’Thrums”
books, that delierhtful collection of pictures of Scottish
rural life, which was at times gay, at other times austere,
out always totally unconcerned with the rest of the world.
One of the most representative books of this collection is
A.uld Licht I dylls
,
paolished in A.pril 1BH8. It is a collec-
tion of sketches or ’’Idylls” aooat the members of a Presby-
terian community, who were called ’’laid Lichts” or ’’Old
Lights”. While its haphazard chapters were being written
Barrie's development under’vent remarkable changes; and oetween
its covers he is revealed as an inexperienced observer and
awxward craftsman, as "'ell as a ’vriter of imagination and
adequate technique. The oook is naive and immature out never-
theless gives evidence of the fact that its author was cap-
able of great development. All the important journals and
reviews in Great Britain praised the work highly; the Glasgo”/
Journal going so far as to say that it was difficult to speak
of the book in adequate terms "'Without laying oneself open to
exaggeration’’. ^
(1) J. A .Hammert on - Barrie and His Books - p.58
(2) J.A. Kamnerton - Barrie: The otory of A Genius - Ghap. V-p.lBd
» V
t
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7The Idyllo ia a olend of huLnor and i:naa:inat ion. Ita de-
ooriptiona, are extraordinarily po'verful; and in their quality of
3tark alrnodt bare vividnedE ^an he aeen the seed that ivas later to
blossom forth in Barrie's unique stase directions. It is a work
of creative art in every detail.
A Window in Throas
,
a successor of the Auld Lichts
Idylls in the Thrums collection, has; unlike its predecessor, a
ri(?ht to be regarded as a novel, and shows an advancement in every
regard upon the earlier work. It is the work that stands highest
with the exception of one other in teclmical excellence and emo-
tional power. Most of the chapters of this book v/ere first pub-
lished in The British Weekly , and its editor, upon receiving the
manuscript of the concluding chapter, "Jamie's Homecoming," tele-
graphed to Barrie the one word" Immortal
A Window in Thru^ms is a curious mixture of realism and
romanticism, humor and sentiment, and is marked throughout oy
serenity
,
sympathy and truthfulness. It is devoid of all false
sentiment. The author's advance in technique is evident, but
still there are a number of technical faults to be found. One
of the most noticeable is a curious self-consciousness that
affects much of the writing. The plot is very slight; but its
meagerness is obliterated by the rich revelation of character in
every paragraph. In this v/ork we have again a memorial to the}
beauty and heroism of lowly life. It surpasses the Idylls in
depth of feeling and in artistry. A.T.C^uiller Couch in an ar-
ticle in an early issue of The ^apeaker a weekly Liberal review,
founded in IB'JO says of this work; "What is the tale. about^A little
(1) Harnmerton, J. A. -Barrie: The 3tory of A Genius-Chap. VI-p. B07

8cottage, not specially -pioturesqae; an invalid mother,
the com'ionplace min of her second born. Ifo character
is extraordinary, of plot there is nothing at all; the
catastrophe might befall any yoong man, ’vhatever his
nationality or station of life .... 3ut search about
in in«?lish literature, and 'vhere v/ill 7/oa find a story
of like quality of pathos '/ritten by an Anglo
-
8axon?'^
Unlike most of '^arrie’s v/orks this 000k ends unhappily.
In the introduction to the collected \merican edition
of his 'vorkb (1895) 3arrie raakes this admission con-
cerninf? A 'Vindo'v in U hr urns : ’’V/hen the -'English pub-
lishers read A '.Vinlo'/ in Uhruns in manuscript they
thought it unbearably sad and begged me to alter the
end. They v/arned me that the puolic does not like sad
books. ';VoIl the older I gro’^f and the sadder the things
I see, the more do I ^ash ray books to be bright and
hopeful, but an author may not always interfere with
his story, and if I had altered the end of A Window in
Thrums I think I should never have had any more respect
for myself. It is a sadder book to me than it can ever
be to anyone else. I see Jess at her window looking
for the son who never cane uack as no other can see her,
and I knew that unless I brought him back in time the
book would De a pain to me all my days, but the thing
had to be done.'^
. 'x ,
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9’Vith the piiblioation of ^ V/indoiv in ^hriinas in 1889
Barrie 'b fame and popularity, in the Bnited States as
-veil as in hreat Britain, reached oonsideraole heights,
and his place in the front rank of contemporary '-/riters
became firmly established. The worth of his achievement
was universally admitted; and the lovers of literature
’/ere confident that still greater and more surprising
works would follow. His genius, his originality, and his
unique talent have fulfilled the greatest expectations
of his admirers, and his popularity has increased steadily,
surmounting, without injury, all adverse criticism.
The year 1891 must be ruoricated in any account of
Barrie's literary life, for in that year aopeared '"the big
thing'' that ail of darrie's admirers had awaited with
eagerness. It was Bariie's first and only three-volume
novel. The Little LUnister . This book was hailed with en-
thusiasm and proclaimed "a book of genius” by the editor of
The National Observer . Here we have one of Bariie's most
delightful books, full of the wit, the gaiety, the charm,
the keen observation, the quaint humor, and the marvellous
handling of characters that we have grov/n to expect from
any ”rork coming fro.n darrie's pen. It is not a perfect
work of art, lacking as it does both form and design; but
their absence, hov/ever, is atoned for by the sympathetic
presenlat ion of characters, and the vivacious manner of
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portraying- their emotions. The booh must prove irresist-
ibie even to the critical reader. The characters are v;in-
some and charminp- and unforgettable. vVe have here Gavin
Dishart, the little minister, ’.vhom the author calls ’’the
shortest hero in fiction” because of his short stature,
/
and the lovable Lady Babbie, ^vhora I.Ir. Moult in his book
on Barrie calls ”a s’veet truant from some pagan land of
CO
fairies and elves,” and then Gavin’s mother, Margaret
Dishart, ”the old woman rho was only forty-three,” all
livinf? their simple life story ’7liose commonplaceness is
transformed by Barrie's mag:ic touch into a thing of rare
oeauty. Ao an example of ’BariLe'o art in treating the
simple let me quote a passao^e in which the little min-
ister oids the old minister fare'vell oefoie takins: up
his duties as the latter's successor.
"The old minister, once so brave a figure, tottered
as he rose to go, and reeled in a dizziness until he had
walked a few paces. Gavin went v/ith him to the foot of
the manse road, ’vithout his hat as all Thrums knew before
bed-time. ' [ beficin, ' Gavin said as they v;ere parting
'where you leave off, and, lay prayer is that I may walk in
your 'vays. ' 'Ah, Mr. Dishart,' the ’7hite-haired minister
said with a sifrh, 'the -rorld does not progress so quickly
as a man grows old. You only begin -/here I began. ' He
left Gavin and then, as if the little minister's last
(1) Moult, Thomas - Barrie - Chap. 7 - p. 109
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fords hart hi.'n, tamed and solemnly pointed his staff
ap’vard. ^3-ioh men are the strong nails that keep the
'vorld tosrether.’’
']aoh re -reading of The Little Minister brintrs
rene-zed en.'ioymont in spite of the improoaoiiities and an-
realities that are to be found therein. If one sar-
renders to 'h^rrie's oharminf;: style, he is sure to be
carried a-vay oy the inherent beaut.y and splendor of
this most truly Thrurasian of all dariie’s book; ’7hich
has so aptly been called the ^airy Book of '^i^runis.
Ail of the books 'fith '7hich '7e have dealt so
far have oeen descriptions of the Thrums^ Ban ie had
seen through his mother's eyes, the Thrums she had
known as a little firirl, and of which she had painted
such vivid pictures in the mind of her ''wee Jamie"
that he saw it as clearly as she. IIo'7 the author turned
to the Thrums he himself had known as a ch.iid, and with
it as a bacK.-round he produced the masterpieces "oonti -
mental Tommy in 1896 and T ommy and Cir i a el four years
later in 1900.
j^^ollowins: the appearance of The Little Minister
•'/hich was successfully dramatized, Barrie's interest
became divided bet’veen the novel and the drama. The
contest for supremacy between the two arts continued for
some time. The author had begun to realize that Thrums
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’.vas not an inexhaast ibie fo'xntain of subject-matter, and
that if he ’vere ^?oin?r to ’vrite more nox^els he ’vould have
to break new prround. Sentimental gomrny 'vas his first
attempt in the new field, v/hich while it still kept Thrums
as a background, at the same time introduced a wider range
of scene and society. Sentimental Tommy made it clear to
Sarrie's readers that he would still for some time give
his preference to the novel however tempti.np: .lip-ht seem
the gold mine of the stasre.
'*Sent imental Tomay was not as favorably received
as The Little liinister
,
not oecause it did not have as
milch to the stuff of genius as the earlier "/ork, but oe-
cause critics felt that Ban ie had not made any substantial
progress toward the great novel they had so long expected
him to produce.
Here again Ban ie presented a novel that was struct-
araiiy defective . He himself admitted that the novel
did not reach his ovn expectations. ’’This is not in the
smallest degree the book I meant it to be. Tommy ran away
’7ith the Author.’’ Ef this novel did not all to 'Barrie’s
fame as a novexist, it certainly did not detr ict from’;, it.
It confirmed its author as a most delightful humorist, and
it brought to light another of Barrie’s remarkable qualitietj
this ti.me his keen understanding of boys and their glorious
illusions. J.A. Hammerton in his book on 'Barrie says, ’’It

IS
Ls one thins to oe able to ’vrite books for boys, and another
thins to write books aboat boys. ?he art of pleasins the
youthful reader is a oomparati veiy easy one, out the art
of entranoins adj.it readers with the story of a boy is
siven only to the few. Indeed it is more than art; it is
a sift that comes direct from Nature. 'Carrie is one of
the fe’7 who h ive it in most liberal measjre.”
bentimental To.mmy opens in a very poor district
of London, ''fhere Jean Myles, a native of ?hrums
,
lives
with her little son and daushter, Mommy and '^ilspeth. /orn
oat by work and illness, Jean Myles dies; and Mom.my and
Mlspeth so to live with Aaron Latta, their mother '.;i old
lover, '.fno had lost her to a fasc inat int"' rosae who married
her and left her broken in health and penniless in London.
Mommy is no favorite 'vith Aaron '^ho sho’vers all the
affection he is capable of on :dlspet]i, the clinsins little
sirl, '.'ho very early in life sives evidence of the clinsins-
vine characteristics that were to distinsuish her in
later years.
•^ommy is sent to the Hanky v-jchool, so called be-
cajse one of its most rigid rules ’/as that each child was
to brins a handkerchief, not however for the purpose usually
associated with that article, but oO Kneel on. Later he
was sent to another school of the vicinity where he save
u/imistakable evidence of his senia^., or was it sentimentality?
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He enters an ejeay oojiteat in ’.vhich the oontcotanta ’vere atsked
to "/rite on aaiy aaojeot they ohoae for an hour. Toinmy v7rot e
maiiy for a fe'/ ninitea and then stopped, and for forty minutes
stared into space searchinf^ in vain for the ”mot propre’* he
needed to exprcoS his meaning. He Loses in the contest; and
'vhen his master an/?:riiy asked why he had not substituted another
word, he explained no other word could have conveyed the exact
meaning? except the one which escaped him at the time. His
master shook his dull and prosaic head and muttered, ’’Sentimental.’’
In
’Sentimental Tommy there is another character who
runs a close second to Tommy in popularity. The character of
Grizel becomes so fascinating that in the sequel to this novel
Tommy and Grizel she carries the palm away and overshadov/s
Tommy. Grizel was the illegitimate child of the Painted Lady
who had been driven mad by the loss of the lover who had deceived
her. poor Grizel is scorned and maltreated by the other children
of Thrums until the arrival of Tommy, who manfully defends her.
Thus Tommy oecomes acquainted 'ath the girl who all through his
life served as a count er -weight to his excess sentimentality, and
eruided his feet while his head was among the clouds.
Grizel is one of the most charming and fascinating female
characters in the field of fiction. She is one of larrie’s high-
est achievements in the presentation of character. On her he has
lavished all the resources of his skill. She embodies all the
Qualities of the typical Barrie heroine. She is above all maternal.
Barrie is one of the very Zen authors v/ho see the mother in every
woman. Host authors see them only as s’veethearts and wives at
!
- *
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their best. The Barrie heroine, for there is really only one,
and she is modelled after I,Iar^raret Oe:ilvy, his mother, is the
sort of creature one can never lau^h at. Barrie allows you to
laugh at his men, in fact he insists upon it, but never at his
women. His women stand on a higher plane and are always uncannily
clever, and extraordinarily charming.
There can be little doubt of the fact that Tommy is an
imaginative projection of Barrie himself, a fact sufficiently
sub-stant iated by the story of ;3arrie’s youth. Tommy is a dream-
er, to whom the hard realities of life are meaningless, and who
passes through this world while living: in a world of his own
where all is illusion and romance. And 3arrie, too, in spite of
the fact that he has shown himself a shrewd judge and a capable
man of affairs, has a dreamy side, which he himself admits and
calls McGonnachie.
The story is brouflrht to an end by Tommy’s death, a death
wholly consistent with his life, and one of the laost masterly
contrivances of the book. Tommy had discovered that a lady ’/it h
’vhom he had philandered in Switzerland, while Brizel, his be-
throthed, was awaiting his return at Thrums, had come to Thrums
for a visit. He goes to see her, and on his 'vay is forced to
climb a fence. In doing so he misses his foothold, and falls in
such a manner that he is strangled by his o’vn scarf. He lived and
died boyishly, trying in vain all his life to play the man, and at
the same time hating the idea of growing up. ’’poor Tommy! he was
ever a boy. He ivas so fond of being: a boy that he could not stow
up. In a younger world, where there were only boys and P'irls, he
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might have been a gallant figure.” Art ’vas his love, and even the
love of ivoman ’7as su oservient to it. Grizel’s noble attempt to
make a man of him failed as is doomed to fail any attempt to brin?
a bird to earth and hold him there v/ithout a caere.
The style of 6 e nt ime nt al Tommy and Tommy and Orizel is
racy, droll and ivhimsical. These tv/o ’.vorks ’vith their romantic
humor and their rich characterizations are the most fertile of
Barrie's prose -works
,
and they bring to an end the works on Thrums,
for seldom in his later works does the author return to this
(|uaint and charrnins: spot, to the exploitation of ich he o-zes his
earlier fame.
However, there is still another of Barrie's books ’.''h ich
has Thrums as its setting, and v/hich we shall treat here before
bringing: our brief account of the Thrums literature to a close.
It is a oook that stands alone. It is Llargaret Ozrilvy
,
by Her Bon
puDlished in the autiran of IB'Jo. Isaac Ilarcosson says in his life
of Jharles i'rohman that Barrie is the only man in the world who
has ever written a oook abo it his mother. This, of co’urse, is
not true; but it is true that no such book as Llargaret Oerilvy was
ever ’/ritten by any other man of letters. In this book we may
see and aapreciate the extent of the influence exercised by this
mother on the iia^inative gen/Ms of her son, and may understand,
too, ho'v Barrie acquired his unique conception of womankind. ’Vhon
Barrie read in his youne days "that a novlist is better equipped
than most of his trade if he knows himself and one woman,” he seems
to have marked the statement as the attainable limits of human
knowledge; an i he has never tried to pass the limits. When he
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managed to iino’'/ himtself and one ’voman, he evidently oono laded that
one woman incladed every woman, for ail the -'/omen in hia works are
really one woman. She is indaisrent, affectionate, amased, and
maternal, above ail maternal. Barrie is, no doabt, aware of the
feminine weaknesses, the vanities, and the jealousies; in fact, he
occasionally touches them, out he akvays surrenders before the
possessive, sentimental, maternal ’7oman. It is the type of woman
he understands, and it is the type he portrays in ail his novels
and plays. There can be no douot that the model for all his hero-
ines was his mother. She was his first love and the one woman he
knew, she is Jess I.I'Qumpha, I.Iarfraret Bishart, Jean Myles and
Brizel of the novels, as well as the heroine of all his plays from
Quality street to Mary Rose . She has many different names: Maggie
Shand, Cinderella, Phoebe, Alice-Sit-By-The-Fire
,
and her age
varies as the situation demands, out she is aiv/ays the same, and
she is always Margaret Ogilvy. "I douot I’m the one woman you’ll
know,” Margaret Oerilvy said to him, out she need never have doubted
as sVie very probably knew. The Barrie heroine is at once realis-
tic and romantic. She deludes us with her innocent fun and ’Tins
our hearts with her noble pathos. Yet these 7/omen of the novels
and the plays are not merely type women. They are individuals of
similar tastes out with differentiating traits. The:y all have one
outstanding quality in common, their charming motherliness.
All the other Thrums books were fiction; in Margaret
Qgilvy 7/e have truth but still not a biography in the usual sense
of the word. It has fittingly been called an ’’idealized biography.’’
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It io an unusaai book, and one to ’vhich the common canona of
criticism cannot be apolied. There i,rere many ^'fho criticized
it severely. Dr. -T.h. Llillar declared that Barrie's admirers
’vould not readily for/?ive the writing of this book: ''an exer-
cise compared '7ith which the labours of the resurrectionist
are praisev/orthy
,
and -rhich many men (I believe) had rather
lose their risrht hand than set themselves to attempt . *'(1)
This criticism is unfair, narrow, and intolerant, 'yhat is
there offensive to propriety in a series of sketches whose main
theme is derived from the life of Barrie's mother and his own
part in it?
The work is deeply sincere, and entirely untainted by
sentimentality. It is sprinkled with delicious bits of humor,
which joined with the more serious element make of this work an
almost perfect symphonic whole.
I.Iar^raret Ogilvy was LIrs. Barrie’s maiden name and the
name she continued to use e\-en after her marriapre. The custom
of usinff one's maiden name after marriage was a common custom
throughout Scotland, and one which still persists in certain parts.
It has been said by those who knew I.Iargaret Ogilvy in kirriemuir
that ’’she was naething by ord' nar' grand to hae a book v/ritten
aboot her.’’ It is exactly because she was no rarer a cieature
than the other Scotswomen of her class that she was a '/orthy theme
for a work of genius. The book portrays the intimate life of a
woman the like of .which might have been found in many thousands
of Scottish homes, and it is in this very fact that is to be
found the everlasting value of the book.
I.Iargaret Ogilvy lived intimately ’7ith poverty until the
(1) J.A. Hammerton - Barrie - The Story of a Oenius - p.BBo
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day when Barrie oroaght andrearaed of wealth to the little ho'ne.
But ’/hether poor or rich, Margaret Onrilvj/’ ’/’aa alwaya the saaie
good, loving, and icind aother that atanda out ao vividly in the
immortal pagea in which her aon enahrined her.
Marfiraret Of?ilvy ”/aa a true Scota’iroman, poaaeasing in
abundant meaaure the one characteriatic that haa made Scotamen
famous, namely, their fine sense of economy. Barrie paints a most
delightful picture of her counting the lines of his articles to
fisrure out how much he had received for them, and wondering if
another sixpence would be added for the sub-title. It was not,
however, mercenary meanness that this episode portrayed, but
rather wonder, for Margaret could never quite get used to the
idea of her laddie putting pen to paper and earninfi: suras which
seemed to her tremendous. Poverty did not deprive Mrs. Barrie of
happiness, for she could find her happiness in patience and en-
durance and oerseverance. Her joy was unalloyed when with the
three-penny oita she had saved up she got her six hair-bottomed
chairs. She had a great love for the make-believe, which her son
inherited in such generous measure. \'Ie are led through all the
little intimate details of Margaret’s life; we see Margaret alter-
ing "/orn clothes to fit one child after another, and we see
Margaret refusing to employ servants even ’vhen the means were
available. To this refusal we ov/e one of the most delightful
chapters of the book, entitled, "Her Maid of All Work," in vvhich
Barrie himself olays the leading "female" role. The book gives
its author an opportunity to put forth his humor, or rather, we
should say it gives us an opportunity to trace Barrie's humor to
T-
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its soaroe: his mother. V/here oan vfe find a more uniquely
comical scene than that in i>/hich Margaret Ogilvy tries to learn
scraps of Horace from her son, in order that '.vhen scholarly
persons came to visit she might quote Latin to them. Barrie
says:- ’’I v/ell remember how she would say to the visitors, *Ay,
a;/, it’s very true, Doctor, out as you know, ’’Hereu fugaces,
Postume, Post’ume, labuntur anni
,
”
’Sal, Mr. so and so, ray lassie
is thriving well, but would it no be more to the point to say
”0 matre pulchra filia pulchrior?’’ which astounded them very
much if she managed to reach the end without be inf? flung, but
usually she had a fit of laughins? in the middle, and so they
found her out.'’
It is not only Barrie’s humor that we can trace in this
amazing book, but also his divine e:ift of beins able to laugh
at himself. Here, too, v/e find the source of the literary trick
Barrie possesses of personifyinf? inanimate thinf?s. We find
Margaret doinf? this in a very pathetic manner. Por example, she
v/ould take up srently the scorned manuscripts as if they were hurt
ba oes and murmur: ’’You poor cold crittur shut away in a drawer,
are you dead or .lust sleeping.” At other times she would pick
a written sheet from the v/aste basket and say while kissing it:
’’Poor thinf?, and you would have liked so fine to be printed!”
Margaret Ogilvy is both a human document and a work of
art; but it is safe to say that Barrie aimed rather at writin g
the book of his heart than an artistic literary triumph. Through-
out it is simple and unaffected in the portrayal of that simple,
laughter-loving, courageous, imaginative, tender and extremely
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lovable character that was his mother. There is no other
book like Margaret Ogilvy
,
as there is no other writer like
3arrie. The secret of the parity and strength of Barrie's
art can oe traced directly to his mother.
The book is written in that inimitably beautiful style
of Barrie's, and any passage can be taken at random to ex-
emplify the charm that is found in all his works. 3arly in
the book is to oe found an oft -quoted passage that in it s
simplicity and tenderness cannot but bring even to the heart
of the most hardened reader the feeling that fairy fingers
are gently playing on his heart strings: "'When you looked in-
to my mother's eyes you knew, as if He had told you, why uod
-sent her into the world— it was to ppen the minds of all who
looked to beautiful thoughts. And that is the beginning and
end of literature. Those eyes that I could not see until I
”/as six years old have guided me through life, and I pray 'lod
they may remain my only earthly judge to the last. They were
never more my guide than when I helped to put her to earth,
not whimpering because my mother had been taken away after
seventy-six glorious years of life, but exalting in her even
at the grave."
Margaret Ogilvy 'vas received enthusiastically by the
public which was profoundly moved oy this memorial sprung from
filial love, this book which is the noblest Barrie has given
to the world.
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PART II
Barrie - The Drainatist
CHAPT'^R I
Todern Drama
Drama has two f’i notions. It assists the spirit to
transcend the limitations of the ordinary ci rcnmstances of
living, by creating a world o'** imagination in which the
yearnings of the hn.man heart are realized. In that realm of
fancy we assume the personality that we wo’ild like to possess
bnt cannot. It brings within o’lr reach the land of heart's
desire. The second and ^‘reatest function of drama, however^
is not to help tis escape life, hot rather to oenetrate and
interpret it.
English drama today is withnessing one of its
greatest creative periods since the days of 'Elizabeth.
There has been an outburst of activity in the theatre in
the last three decades. ''Vilde, Pinero, ''’ones, 3ynge, ''^eats^
Shaw, G-alsworthy and Barrie have ^'’on fame not only on the
English stage b’lt on the foreign stage as well. Altho’-^gh
every other country in B’-’rope has produced notable dramatic
works, the Bngli sh-written drama leads them. all.
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CHAPTER II
Modern Dramatic Crltlcisa
Contemporary drama has suffered a good deal from
the comments of what 3rander Matthews calls "nndramatic
criticism.'’ In three quite recent books on modern drama,
the name of •'^.1!, Barrie is not mentioned once. Profedsor
Lndwig LewisOhn of the Ohio State '"'niversi ty in his work.
The T-odern Drama. Dean Prank ’.‘ITadleigh Chandler of Cinci-
nnati in his monomental book on Aspects of the T.odern Drama^
and Professor Archibald Henderson of the ’"‘"niversi t y of
North Carolina in his volnme called The Changin;? Dram.a all
claim to deal with cont em.r orary drama and in none of these
is the name of one of the best-loved of modern dramatists,
a man, moreover, who is famo’is in the world of letters and
has been made a baronet becanse of his services throngh art
to humankind, mentioned. This fact brings np the question
of Barrie's popularity among play goers and his comparative
nnpopnlarity among so-called dramatic critics. The only ex-
planation that can be given for this is the fact that critics
are apt to regard drama as something written to be read,
instead of regarding it as something devised to be presented
by actors on a stage before an audience.
Contemporary dram.a is more visual in its appeal
than the drama of the past, and therefore in order to cri-
ticize it fairly it should be ^^dged in the theatre. Por
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this ver^v? reason Barrie ref’ised for years to have his plays
pnhlished, and finally agreed only after he had rewritten
them in snch a manner that nothing is lost by missing the
visnal panorama of the stage. He accomplished this by in-
serting stage directions that are ^itho’it eq-nal in charm
and originality, and which ar® intended purely for the
reader. 4t times they are charmingly Irrelevant. In this
way the reader and the spectator derive alrfiost eqnal enjoy-
ment from the plays.
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As we have said, drama recogni5?es the need and desire of
human nature to escape from the world oi finite reality to a dream-
world of infinite attainment. vie strive and yearn and dream, and
in this other world of u^iUniited possibilities all of onr strivings
and yearnings and dream.s are falfilled. We are all children at
heart, and fairy-tales maK;e their appeal to as even long after the
"vision splendid" of caildhood has faded into the "light of common
day" of maturity. Tn childhood we believe and accept the improbable
and even the impossible with the charming crednience that fades so
soon. j.n maturity, we still long for fairy-tales, bnt we want some-
thing deeper, something in which reality and dream.s are intermingled
into a perfect whole. we want to face actuality, bnt we want it com-
bined with langhter and joy. After ail, laughter and Joy are elem.ents
of life, its worthiest elem.ents, and sho’ild find a place in serious
art. It is in the theatre that we seek; this escape from reality,
b’7t the modern theatre often offers .lot the fancifnl interpretation
of life we seek, but a false interpretation. it offers vapid and
meretricious stuff, aot the delightful unreality, not wholly unreal,
which satisfies onr natnral craving, it is Barrie who brings
satisfaction, for his fairy tales are not -mere negations of trnth.
I’hey keep in tonch with life b’-i.t soar above its low level. with
ai delicacy of tonch and with inimitable skill he satisfies the
child in us all
^4
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Sir James Barrie is not a representative dramatist of
his times, for he is exceptional and nniq^e in modern drama.
Bis strongest points as a playwright are the pecnliar intimacy of
his characterizations, and the subtlety of his dialognes. Bis
plays are astonndingly real, for he has made the important discovery
that the actual is not the real, and that facts are not tr’iths;
and that only thro’igh the imagination does act’-'ality become reality,
and do facts become trnths.
Barrie is a creative artist who does not attack life with
his intellect bnt rather caresses it with his emotions and conse-
quently he will always be admired most by poets, women and children,
who consider the emotions wiser than the intellect. Be does not
discuss life, he creates it. Be possesses m extraordinary sense
of the stage. That is to say, he knows to a hair's breadth the
efiect of a situation when it is apprehended by the eye as well
as the ear, and of words when they are spoken with gestnre.
Barriers initial effort in the theatre was made in
collaboration with his friend B. B. X»larriott •Vatson, an A.nstralian
journalist and novelist, it was ^Tatson's idea to dramatize certain
incidents in the life of Bichard davage, the poet who was a friend
of Dr. Johnson. Be propounded the plot to Barrie and together
they wrote a fo^ir-act play which was presented at the Criterion
on \pril 16th, 16yi. This play had a very brief career, its entire
span of life consisting of one matinee performance.
About a year later appeared walker, London, a farcical
comedy of a hairdresser who went off alone on his honeymoon a week
before his marriage, it was first produced at Toole's Theatre on
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jj'ebr’iary 25th, iey2, just five nights after the i^rod’iction
of Lady V/indermere * s i^an . i'hey play was hxjmoroys, fancif’Tl
and charmingly unconventional. It was very warmly r--=ceived.
The critics pronounced it original and fascinating and ”a
true comedy of the most exhilarating kind.” (1)
in leys iarrie made two more dramatic attempts;
Jane Annie and .beck:/ iharp . The first named was described
as ”a new and original comic opera” by its producer d'Oyly
Carte. It was a two-act piece prod'iced at the Savoy on
May 13th, 1893. The second act of this play was com.pleted
by Conan uoyle, who in the preceding year had become famous
with his Adventures of oherlock nolmes . Jane Annie lived
not m’ich longer than xtichard .iavage
,
and it, t ao, went to
meet its brother in the limbo of unsuccessful plays. These
two were Coined three weeks later by still another failure.
This was Beckv Bharu; the ulot and characters of which were
taken from Thackeray. According to «:dward Norton, author of
BanToy
,
and a competent critic, the i^lay ’’reproduced, word
for word, the language of Thackeray, without reviving the
spirit of Vanity T'air ; and gave no more sign of a great talent for
the theatre than one may find in Mr. Pinero's first pieces.” (2)
In 18y4 The Professor's love Btory was produced at
the comedy Theatre. vi/illlam Archer severely criticized it as
"a calculated disloyalty to Art .... a patchwork of extravagant
( 1) Hammerton, J. A. - Barrie: The Bt ory of a Cenius - chap, vii
(2) J. A. Hammerton - The itory of a Cenius - p. 258
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farce, mawkish sentiment, and irrelevant anecdote.’’ (1)
T^dward lixorton ^i^as less severe; i'; fact he prono*-»nced it
"a pretty? pla^,” and ^ent on to sa;;, "it was mhch more than
that, for although it excited no violent emotions there was
a depth of feeling in the story of the Professor's love for
Lacy White which tonched the soft place in the heart of the
audience." (2)
The period of Carrie's literary life d’-»ring which
these onsnccessf’il plays were written was a very imnortant and
critical one. The theatre was beckoning, bnt offering no
reward or promise; v'’hile Thrams was calling too and ofiering
sure saccess. Tne parting of the ways had some. There still
was a long way to travel before the playwright in darrie ’"as
to overrule the novelist, bnt the voice of the theatre was
becoming louder and more insistent. (Jharles r'rohman, the
famoas American "^lay-prodac er, is given the credit for deciding
which it was to be. dgrrie in a for'^word to the memoir of
T'rohman says: - "He was very dogged, i had only one quarrel
with him, bat it lasted all the sixteen years 1 knew him. jtie
wanted me to be a playwright and 1 wanted to be a novelist.
All those years l fought him on that. He always won, bnt not
becaase of his doggedness; only because he was so lovable one had
to do as he wanted, ne also threatened, if i stopped, to re-
produce the old plays and print my name in large electric letters
( 1) J. A. Hammerton - p. 261
(2) xuem - p. 262
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over the entrance oi the theatre.” (1)
'i'hns it came to pass that after the pohlicatlon of
Sentimental I'ommy and iviarpraret Ogllvy
,
Barrie bid his last
farewell to I'hrnms and to his careet as a novelist, ne was
at this time the most disc’issed of all living British anthor,
in spite of the fact that he had to compete for public attention
with Such commanding fignres as those of Meredith, Hardy,
iwinb’irne and iiipling. I’he astonishing thing is that the most
noteworthy part of Barrie's careet, that part which was to bring
forth his magic powers as a dramatist, had not yet begnn.
Barrie's extraordinary snccess in the theatre began
with the dramatisation of rhe Bjttle Minister , it was presented
to the imerican pnblic by jJTohman before any i,ondon andience
was privileged to see it. it was prodnced at the ^‘mplre Theatre,
Hew lork, on Bepteraber 27th, 1897. The chief attraction of the
play lay in the freshness of Its setting, and in the strangely
eventful love story of liavin and Babbie. The play differed
considex-ably from the novel. it retained the m.aln theme, bnt
'’•as in reality an original creation, a real dramatic gem. rhe
critics approved of It nnanimonsly . Hven in Jreat Britain the
play was tremendously snccessfnl. unlike its ill-fated prede-
cessors this play lived to a ripe old age. in America on its
first production it ran for npwards of thr^e h-ndred nights, and
it netted gross receipts amounting t i no less than three h’lndred
and seventy five thousand dollars. without a doubt Barrie the
dramatist had arrived.
vv ith the opening of the new cent’-try appeared
The Wedding Buest which was produced at the Uarrick Theatre on
(1) Marcorson, Isaac u. -Charles jj'rohman: llanaarer and Man
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3eptember 27th. Jhis pla,v brings to mind jbarrie's earlier play
Ibsen* 3 Ohost in so far as, while in the latt r 3arrie had made
charming ^nn of ibsen, he now attempted to imitate the great
master by himself atteratping a "problem nlay. ‘ The 'M’^edding
gnest" is a yonng man’s "past," that arrives at the wedding in
the person of his mistress who is the mother of his child. The
marriage, of conrse, can no longer take place. rhis grim and
realistic piece pleased jfar. \rcher who said: - "Hitherto, Mr.
Barrie has only trifled with the stage, bnt now we offer a very
sincere welcome to O’lr new dramatist." (1) vVe are glad that
"onr new dramatist" did not continue to write plays like The
redding Onest
,
bnt devoted himself to the wonderland, of make-
believe. Jiis next play was that delightful and charming bit
of p’-'re romance, in which we are permitted to leave the V’llgarit^
of modern life, and to breathe aga-'n the mnsk and lavender we
learned to love in oranf ord . in spite of the fact that it is
difficult to imagine two plays more different from ^ach oth^r
in theme than rhe »^edding ./nest and Q'>iality Street
,
still the
fastidious william Archer praised it even more highly than its
predecessor. "The play is sure to become a stage classic,! 2)
was his verdict on Quality dtreet . in this play we are tran-
sported from our twentieth century th its lack of reticence
to a period of hundred years ago where we live in an atmosphere
of genteelness, in which women had not yet begnn to "express
themselves." The play tells the story of two very delightful
tl) Hammerton, t). f.- Barrie: The atory of \ uenins-Uhap. iX-p.3a.i
12) Idem - uhap-lX - p. 329
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people, t^o maiden ladies, who live on Quality .Street, the
most respectable street of a most respectable town, rhe
elder of the two's a plain woman who has loved and lost, in
her' youth she had believed that she was loved and had fashioned
for herself a wedding gown which she never wore. "1 think i
mnst have been too unattractive Sven plain women, we
can't help it; when we are young '"'e have romantic ideas Ju&t
as if we were pretty, " she pathetically tells her pretty
yonnger sister, who is loved b; the handsome Captain valentine
nrown. captain jsrown is called away to the napoleonic wars,
rie returns ten years later, and finds the younger sister, xv.iss
Phoebe, looking "not ten years older but twenty and not an easy
twenty." Cone is the Phoebe of the ringlets, and in her place
captain nrown finds a aour schoolmistress, ne is naturally
shocked and disappointed, and Jt^hoebe, with the freakishness
of all iiarrie's heroines, devises a novel scheme. Che persuades
captain i^rown that she is going away and that a young niece is
coming to take her place. rhe pretty niece arrives and is in-
trodnced as raiss x,ivvy. Miss Livvy is none other than Miss
jfhoebe herself, dressed to look yo^mger. Miss cusan, the gentle
and tender-hearted older sister ob'^ects to this wild plan:-
ivi-iss Cusan :- Phoebe, how can you be so cruelT
Miss Phoebe :- isecause he has taken from her the
one great glory that is in a woman-
s
life, i^ot a man- s love - she can do
without that but her own dear, sweet
love for him.
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Captain Brown, who mat have been extremely short-
sighted, falls In love with Miss Livvy, bnt only temporarily,
for Miss Livvy is a little too coquettish, and the gay little
flirt does not please Captain Brown, who expresses the age-
worn sentiment that, '^it is not the fla’inting flower men
love; it is the modest violet.” He is glad to go bac'-^ after
a tiring period with the too vivacio’-is Miss Livvy to the
brave and sweet, although worn-ont, Miss Hhoebe.
Brwon:- I have discovered for myself that the
schoolmistress in her old maid’s cap is
the noblest Miss Phoebe of all. ’Vhen I
enlisted I comipared her with a garden. I
have often thonght of that.
Phoebe:- ’Tis an old garden now.
Brown:- The paths, ma'am, are better shaded.
Phoebe:- The flowers have grown old-fa&hioned.
Brown:- They smell the sweeter.
So Phoebe gets what she wants in this play whose
essence is the comprehension of hnmanity. It makes ns want
to cry, for even tho’-'gh we are yonng and have not yet ex-
perienced the nnpleasant ness of growing old, we nnderstand the
pathos of these two maiden ladies. ’Yhen we travel with Barrie,
a strong will or a serions mind are no safegnards against
tears and langhter of a most refreshing kind. ’Vith perfect
nnderstanding and sympathy Barrie depicts the elaborately
simple life of two maiden ladies who lacked those opportnnties
to ’’express t heiftselves" which women today demand and have in
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abundance.
In this play Barrie’s techniqne is not perfect,
’^xits and entrances are freq’ient and clumsy. The main trick,
that of the heroine pretending she is somebody else ranch
yonnger, Barrie has nsed again in a more snbtle and less
sentimental manner in Rosalind.
The Admirable Crichton
The doctrine of e:jnality is not only not self-
evident ”as n'e so valiantly declared in onr declaration of
independence, it is even foolish. Both birth and death
give it the lie. ’7e are nneqnal; and class distinction
exists and m’lst always exist. Any attempt to prove that
snch a thing does not or should not exist is fntile. Not
only social equality bnt political or legal equality as
well cannot be admitted, for they are as yet only ideals,
things we long and strive for, rather than act’ial facts.
It is even to be do’ibted whether the doctrine of eq’-'allty in
its strictest sensd is really desirable. After all, is not
equality the basic principle of lociaiism? Tq^ality, whether
political or social is at best a ’’glittering generality,”
a lexfersonlan bubble”^ ^^whlch The Admirable Crichton con-
vincingly destroys. In this play, which is one of Barrie's
most important contribntions to the stage, and the play which
'Vllliam Lyon Phelps did not hesitate to call”the greatest
English drama of m.odern times,
( 1) North American Review-R’-' f’is Choat e-Liberty Above Tqnallty
(2)
North American Review-V212 -p.654 - Dec, 1920
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Barrie shows what would happen if class distinctions were
removed. This pla,y opens at Loam Honse, Mayfair. Fere
L?)rd L?)am, a Radical peer, m;ak:es both his staff of servants
and the m.embers of his own family, completely miiserable one
day a mionth by compelling the servants to be their eq-als by
inviting them to afternoon tea. Crichton, the model b’ltler,
deplores this custom, because it destroys the class dis-
tinction in the servants' hall. The page-boy after one of
these snperficlally democratic affairs had dared to call him
"Crichton," he who was "the son of a butler and a lady’s
maid-perhaps the happiest of all combinations." He proudly
states to his mistress:- "His lordship may compel ns to be
eqnal n.pstalrs, bnt there will never be eqnality in the
servant's hall," and continues, "The divisions into classes
are not artificial. They are the natural ontcome of a
civilized society. THere mnst al^^ays be a master and ser-
vants in all civilized c oramu.ni t i e s
,
for it is natnral and what-
ever is natnral is right." In the next scene all the
characters, both masters and servants, are wrecked on an is-
land in the Pacific; and here they work ont their social
salvation as a primitive gronp. The bntler proves him.self
snperior to his master, and he becomes the leader. Then a
resc-j».e ship restores the original position of the characters,
and Crichton bows his head and is the servile bntler again,
with "none to salnte him nnless do it," says the printed
t ext
.
The Admirable Crichton is a thonghtfnl, stimnlating
and original work. It is a flawless work of art as well;
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with not one loose end, not a sinf?:le unnecessary word or a
facetious triviality. There is not a douht of the last ire
qualities of this work; and one hundred years froai now it
will prove just as interesting as it is today.
’I douot if we shall ever penetrate to the last
siern Ificance
,
to the final essence of this play,
^
^^said
Willian Lyon Phelps. This is very true, for each new
reading reveals something unnoticed before, and gives the
reader the feeling that there is still much more of im-
portance which is not plainly shovn. Its philosophy holds
a challenge, and any answer '-re can offer is sure to be un-
satisfictory even to ourselves. It reveals the structure
of society, but it offers no solution foi the problem it
presents. Perhaps there is no solution, or perhaps the only
solution is less desiraoie than the existing condition,
ohall v/e behead Louis, so that Napoleon, who we must admit is
the better .nan, may occupy the position his capabalities make
hi n worthy of? Shall Nicholas be murdered that Lenin may put
into effect his social theories? Shall we do away with Lord
Loam so that Sill Crichton may rise to the place in society
he deserves?
This play may be called unreal and fantastical, but
the thought is grimly realistic.
(1) North .American - V212 - p.824 - D. ’BO.
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P3T3H PAN
’^This is no spring flo^'/er, or hothouse plant, it is
a hardy perennial, and will delight thousands of spectators
after we shall have made our exit from the planet. It is one
of the most profound, original, and universal plays of our
epoch. ITo London Christmas would oe complete without it. It
is just as appealing in 1920 as it was in 1904, and there is
no reason v/hy it shoiild not produce the same effect in 2020.
It is the rapture of children, the joy of old age; and it
outTht to take its place with Robinson Crusoe
,
Gulliver* s
Travels
,
The Pied Piper
,
Alice in Vonderland . '* (1) Thus
wrote Professor William Lyon Phelps of Peter Pan in 1920,
and his prophecy is sure to come true. Petigr Pan has been
translated into nearly every civilized laneruafre, and has been
produced in almost every civilized country.
The origin of Peter Pan is to be found in Tommy and
Gr izel . Reference is made there to a ne-r work by ”T. Sandys,”
” a reverie about a little boy who was lost. His parents find
him in a wood singing joyfully to hi aself becavise he thinks
he can now oe a boy forever; and he fears that if they catch
him they will compel him to grow into a man, so he runs far-
ther from them into the wood and is running still, si nging
to himself because he is always to be a bo;/. ”
For thirty years Peter Pan has delighted all who
have seen it performed. It is a work of the dreamy portion
of Barrie, the portion he calls LlcConnachie
. The play was
first produced at the Luke of York's Theatre, on December 27th,
(1) The north American Review - 7212 - p.837 - D'20
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1904.
lluoh has been written on the subject of Peter Pan.
IIo other raodern play has oeen analysed so often. It is a
fairy tale with a theme of everlasting charm, symbolizing:
the human desire of eternal youthfulness. It stands alone
in the history of modern drama.
In all of Barrie's p^ays we are made to feel that
v/e are not merely spectators, but actors as ’veil. One critic
in comparing: 3haw ’vith Barrie says:- "Mr. ohaw has a ten-
dency to do too much of the work. Ke thinks the ’vhole thing:
out; he does too much of the thinkinsr and leaves too little
to the audience. But Barrie is canny enough to do compara-
tively little of the work, and thrifty eno’ug:h to let his
auditors do most of it . He tells them just enough to g:et
them started. Then he tickles their imag:inations ; and because
their imag-inat ions are stimulated, they are able to enjoy the
activity of their own minds even more than they enjoy the
activity of his." (1)
This is especially true of peter Pan in which we be-
come conspirators top-ether 'vith the delig:htful figures on the
stag:e. B'e are made to take part not only in imagination but
in reality. Do we not snatch Tinker Bell from death?'' "Do
you believe? If you oelieve, clap your hands. A fairy can
never die if you believe in him." V/hen the appeal was sounded,
for the first time, there was a second's pause, and then the
younjr and old broke into g-eniune and entirely spontaneous
applause. In thinking it over we realize that when we
(1) Clayton Hamilton - Oonversations on Oontemporary Drama -p.76
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applauded ^le 'vere cheering a plain truth, another of those
buried in our subconscious minds ’vhich are seldoa given
attention. In ?eter Pan v/e enter the very capital of
Barrie's v/onderland ’’that lies beyond the dust of existence,
east of the sun and ’vest of the moon." (1) Peter Pan can-
not and should not be analysed or interpreted; the main
thing is to Know him and oe thankful for him. Hemomber that
Peter Pan warns us against touching: him:-
Pet er - You mustn't touch me.
',/endy - \Vhy?
peter - .To one must ever touch me.
Wendy - Why?
Peter - I don't know.
(He is never touched by anyone in the pla;/. )
An interesting fact about the '/riting of Peter Pan
is that its author did not decide that he v/ould v/rite a fairy
tale, and then sat do’’/n in cold blood and wrote. It was a
thing of slo’7 growth, written to please McConnachi e, Barrie's
dreamy half. 'When the play was written, the practical Barrie,
hesitated to offer this rarest flov/er of his genius. He feared
that this eerie, fairy thing, the prod'uct of his heart, would
have no commercial value. Purthermore he realized that the
setting of the play would be immensely costly. 'Wishing to re-
compense the manager for any loss in producing it, he wrote an-
other play which his theatre experience told him wo'uld be a
(1) Olayton Hamilton - Conversations on Contemporary Brama-p.BV
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financial aaccess. He offered this play together ’-7ith Peter
pan . This other piece ’7as Alice Sit -ly-The -Hire
.
which al-
thoa^3:h it was very sjccessful from the box-office point of
view, fell short, very far short, of peter Pan from vh ich
several fortunes were extact ed by author, producer, and cer-
tain famous players.
Prohman, the producer, in his blind faith in the
genius of Barrie promised to produce both plays before he had
read a line of either. His first reading: of Peter pan grave
him the most thrilling pleasure of his life; and he said in
later years that he should like to oe remembered as the man
v/ho grave Peter pan to the world. He well deserves to oe
remembered, for it required courage and confidence to produce
g play that, from the manuscript, "souiided like a combination
of circus and extravaganza; a play in which children flew in
and out of rooms, crocodiles s’/ailov/ed alarm clocks, a man ex-
changed places with a dogr in its kennel, and various other
seemingly absurd and ridiculous thingrs ha opened.” (1)
’’Death would be an awful big adventure,” said Peter
Pan, and Prohman
,
eleven years after the production of Peter Pan
with a smile on his lips, went to meet his death on the
Lusitania; and bearing in mind in that horrible moment, the
words of his beloved Peter Pan, said to those around him as the
vessel slov/ly keeled over, ”\Vhy fear death? It is the most
beautiful adventure of life.” (2)
(1) Harcosson, Isaac - Charles Prohman - Chap. VIII-p. 169
(2) L'larcosson - Llemoir of prohman - p.386
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A year elapsed before New York had an opportunity to
see the play. It took Peter Pan to its heart even more than
^ng'land had. The play has been produoed both in Pranoe and
Italy with eoual success. Thus Frolman gave to the world the
finest contribution to its pleasure in our era.
’’The play is too fantastic and careless for ’realism’,
too humorous for ’romance’, too serious for ’farce’. It
could never possioly have happened and yet it is all true'’.(l)
It is true oecause the people in it are extremely life-like,
not only ’/hen the words are taxen up by good actors, but also
in cold print, that is in print as cold as Barrie’s magical
style will allow it to oe . They are as alive as those people
in another impossible place, the Porest of Arden. The story
of Peter Pan is at once one of the most amusing and one of
the bitterest in all the range ox English drama. In this play,
Barrie, the so-called sentimentalist, sets forth a fatalism,
a bitterness, a denial of an exit from the v/ebs of life, which
Bhaw hixmself, ’vho thinks himself and whom the public thinks of
as the arch foe of sentimentalism, has seliom surpassed.
Peter pan summarizes Barrie’s social creed. It is
in reality no more a fairy play than Nulliver’s Travels
,
but
it has met the same fate as Bwift’s work. The satire in both
these works is too strong for grown-ups, so it is passed on
to children who cannot understand it. The apparatus of peter
Pan obliterates the satire, and thus Barrie’s theory of pro-
gress has become a Christmas play for children. Humanity can-
not change, cannot grov/ up, and what is more to the point it
(1) The Bookman - A Dramatist and A Dreamer - Y48 - p.765
vX(;‘:i';*.v; ^cii-xcr ni ’hihofr^i -
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haa no deaire to ^ro'.v up. That progreaa of vAi ioh "/e hooat
so much is as iilasory as the second ohanoe or the idea of
equality. In Peter pan Barrie is supremely himself, satirist,
ma#?iuian, and cynic. It contains the essence of his philosophy.
Alice Sit-By-the-Pire
Alice liit-By-the-Fire
.
the play written to atone
for Peter Pan
,
is a delicious blend of satire, fantasy, drama
and comedy. Pun is poked at man and "/oman at various stares
of life. The plot is modern, and presents contemporary life
with a poirnant vivacity. It is one of those plays for which
a descriptive tag cannot oe found. Critics have had to con-
tent themselves oy cataloguing it as '’Barrie',' for as Hammer
-
ton says: ’’No contemporary playwright would have tackled a
situation so untrue to life, none but Barrie could have made : i.
this group of impossiole personages so lifelike and appealing
that the sympathy of the audience was instantly secured for
each of them, their most unlikely actio ''iS and sentiments
accepted without a demur.’’ (1)
At its first performance the heroine was imperso-
nated oy Bllen Terry, one of the most gifted and charming
actresses the British stage has ever known, whom Jarrie de-
scribed as ’’The loviest of all young actresses, the deaiest
of all old ones,” and added that ”It seems only yesterday
that all the young men of imagination proposed to their
beloved in such frenzied words as these: 'As I can't get
Lliss Terry, may I have you?
”( 2 )
(1) Hammerton, J. i .
-
Barrie - Chap. VL - p.590
(2) Barrie:- ^nurage _ p.xy
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In Ne'7 York, the leading role was played by 3thel
Barryaiore, with her usual artistic distinction and deep
understanding.
Alice 3it -3y-the -Fire is the iiiost realistic and the
least mystical of Barrie’s plays. It lacks the 'h irnsicality,
but possesses ail the charm of Barrie's other plays. It sets
forth the daring yet tender picture of a mother and her yearn-
ing love for the children she ha.s been prevented from knov/ing
until their individual characters had developed and set. It
is a srlimpse into a woman's mind, a glimpse most vivid and
exact. Barrie’s understanding of female psychology is un-
canny; and we find evidences of it in every one of his works.
He really understands vvomen, a rare faculty, as is evidenced
by very small number of true analyses of female thought and
action in literature. It is rare among most writers, oecause
most writers are ’’mere men.’’ dome kno’7 something about
women. Barrie knows all about them. In his works, woman is
moie than a mere opposite of the male, an undeveloped man;
she is portrayed there as something better, as a creature of
supreme insight with the pov/er of concealing the fact. She is
elusive and capable of infinite variety. To crown all these
qualities she always possesses extraordinary cleverness.
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What avery IVoraan xinows
A blank year in both London and New York intervened
oefore the appearance of the next fuil-lene:th play, What Svery
Woman xCnows
.
a four -act comedy produced at the Duke of York's
Theatre on the third of deptember, 1908. Here again we are car-
ried to Thrums in the opening scene, in which Ilaggie Wylie, and
her three humorless or others are chatting. Maggie is not at all
a charming person; and she is so pathetic, because she knows
she is not charrniner. One of her brothers during the conversa-
tion asks abruptly, "What is charm?" and Maergie answers, "Oh,
it's - - it's a sort of bloom on a woman. If you have it you
don't need to have anything else; and if you don't have it, it
doesn't much matter what else you have, dome women, the few,
have charm for all; and most have charm for one. But some
have charm for none." The room in "/hich we find them, is,
Barrie tells us in one of the finest and most delightful ex-
amples of his unique stage directions, "not the room you
would be shown into if you were calling socially on Miss Wylie?
The drawing room for you, and Miss Wylie, in a colored merino
to receive you; very likely she would exclaim "This is a plea-
sant surprise', though she has seen you coming up the avenue
and has just had time to whip the dustcloths off the chairs
and to warn Alick, David, and James, that they had better not
dare come in to you before they have put on a dickey. There
is one very fine chair, but heavens, not for sitting on; just
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to s:ive the room a social standing in an emergency.” Into
this room enters the burglar, John ohand, v/ho has come to
borrow the books the ’.Vylies never read, The burglar is also
a porter and a student at Glasgow University. He needs money
to complete his education; and the Wylies offer to give him
three hundred po.mds on condition that he will marry Llaggie,
after a period of five years, if she then wishes it. The
second act, (six years late^") shows John bhand as Maggie's
husband, and a mernoer of Parliament. John has acquired p:rea,t
fame as an orator, but only Mas:e:ie and we know that his soeeches
are not entirely his O’m. He, himself, is unconscious of the
fact. John lacked that most essential of human qualities: a
sense of humor; and it is this very element that made his
speecches the talk of the country. Maggie, ’./hose duty it was
to write them at her husband's dictation, gave them a humorous
and witty twist, ’^hich John was utterly -.incapable of doing:.
John is attracted oy
,
and falls in love with Lady Sybil, one
of those ’Veil -bred women, who are too ’//ell-bred even to fall
in love; but she is attracted by his fame. Maggie sees ’vhat
is happening, and arranges that the tv/o shall be gruests at a
su;Q.mer cottage at the sa.me time. John soon discovers that
Lady Sybil is not much of an inspiration and that his speeches
have lost their old '’pull”. Magrgie arrives and settles every-
thing.
What j^very Woman xinows is both a serious play and a
satirical comedy, which illustrates”that men are alv/ays fools,
and ’vomen always 'vise, at least ’women like Maggie,” (1) who
( 1) Braybrooke
—
J.M. Barrie - p.45
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its far nore charming than she thinks and a mighty clever woman.
vVhat she and every woman knows is that it is within her power
’to make or break" any man.
This play is one of Barrie's most original and artis-
tically successful plays, and possesses sureness of touch and
niceNess of effect in dialogue and movement. It would be diffi-
cult to find a more audacious opening than to be found here.
After the curtain goes up not a sinsrle word is spoken for seven
minutes. To conceive and to insist on such a situation shows
Barrie's great confidence in his own ability, and above all in
his audience. His confidence was justified. This unusual open-
ing is an excellent example of the use Barrie makes of silences.
In this case it is far more impressive than any dialogue could
have oeen, in fact it is a sort of dialogue, "a song v/ithout
(11
words, ’ Phelps calls it. The construction of the piece is as
perfect as is humanly possiole. The unexpected happens in every
scene. The caprices and passions of human nature are revealed
in this comedy which would easily have turned into a traaredy
had it not oeen saved oy the wit of a woman. "If the dramatist
had written only this play, we should knox7 that he was a man
of s:enius. Ho amount of toil can turn out a work like this;
it is sheer revelation. (2)
This play enjoyed tremendous popularity both in
London and New York. In New York the demand for seats was so
Rxeat that aore than ninety thousand dollars v/eie paid in ad-
vance by the ticket agencies and the general public. The
(1) North American - V. 212 - p. H2B - D'20
(2) Idem
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rejeiptii averaered 1600 doilard a nipht, while aa .'nach as
15,000 dollars was taKen in a single week.
What avei y 'Voaian hnows was written expressly for
Maude Adams. The author said that he wrote it because
’there was a Maude Adams in the world.’’ En London the three
hundredth niprht of its run ’was cede orated oy a supper which
was served in the last ’’set’’ of the play, which the author
descrioes as a ’’pretty comic drawing room.” Lady Tree, one
of the eruests, recited a piece of her own composition which
proved to oe the hit of the evening-;
-
’’Had I the tonerue as I’ve the heart
To tell the praise of Barrie’s art,
I.Ty speech '-/ould oe a lyric poem,
And yet my thousrhts, too nice for prose.
Are J’ust what every ’vornan uno’-rs,
•jid so he's almost sure to hno’v them.

47
D>]AK BhUT7D
It id diffieait to day ^vhioh of Barrie'a piaya ia
hid -uadterpiece
,
bat it ia aafe to aay that Dear 3ratas ia
the rnodt perfect expreaaion of hia ^eniaa. Here v/e have
to deal 'vith quite a different Barrie than the Barrie of
Quality/ Street or The Admirable Oriohton .
Dear Bratua ia an exquiait ively perfect play; the
huraor id entirely unforced, and the aentiinent had philoaophic
’varranty. Apraindt a background of charming fantaay, ^ve are
made to aee the inherent deatiny of character; v/e are made
to reaiir^e that regardleaa of ho’v many chancea fe are given
to become better, there ia aomethine: ’Vithin ua ’’that makea
ud go on doinR the aane dort of fool thini?d.'^
\ quite nice aet of people have been invited to the
home of Lob, ’/ho id an eccentric and terrifying host. The
gueata are really worthleaa people, ’7ho are alv/aya aighing
for doraething or aomeone elae. They are permitted to en'ter
a ”/ood in -/hich they G:et 'vhat they are longing for: their
oedond chance. In thia myaterioua 'vood "re are ’Vitneadea of
the varioua gueata v/ho have their ’viah for a change in
partner, or for a aecond chance, gratified. Hor a time they
are contented, but aoon a vague longing comes to them, and
each ia forced to admit that the old life and the old partner
are really the beat. '.Ve sympathise v/ith only one character.
Dearth, ’vho 'viahea he had a daughter, and '‘/ho finds her in
the '7ood only to lose her again. Dearth ia the only one for
v/hom a aecond chance ’/ould have been a blessing. But he ;v/as
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the only one "rhoae desire 'vas not selfish, who longed for sorne-
thinff outside of himself. The conversation between Dearth and
his daup:hter contains the most charning and pathetic lines in
the play.
Dearth : - ?ame is rot; daughters are the thing.
:.Iar{?aret : - Daughters are the thing.
Dearth : - Daughters are the thing.
I.Iargaret : - I wondei if sons world be nicer?
Dearth : - Not a patch on daughters. The awful
thing about a son is that never, never,
at least from the day he leaves school
can you tell him you rather like him.
3y the time he is ten you can't even
take hi.n on '"Our ^^nee. Jons ai e not
worth having, Llargaret. jigned. 'V. Dearth.
.Margaret : - But if you were a mother. Dad, I dare-
say he would let you do it.''
Dearth : - Think so?
Margaret : - I mean v/hen no one was looking. Sons
are not so bad. Signed LI. Dearth. But
I'm glad you prefer daughters. At what
age are we nicest. Daddy?
Dearth:- iLh? That's a poser. I think you were
nicest ’vhen you were two and line'/ your
alphabet up to D but fell over at E.
No, you ’vere best when you were half past
three; or just before you struck six; or
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in the 'numpa year, yhen I aaked you in
the early raornin^i:, ho^/ you were and you
aaid solemnly, ’’I haven't tried yet.'*
At the end Dearth is forced to f?o baci: to his old
life, and LTarg:aret is powerless to stop him. The curtain
falls upon IJar^aret's pitiful last '/ords:- "Daddy, come
oack; I don't want to be a aip:ht-have - Deen .
"
Here is a v/riter and poet. Hei e is a frrea.ter
Barrie than he who flew with Peter Pan, than he who created
Tommy and Drizel. This Barrie has reached the heigrhts in
this portrayal of the failure of mankind, and of its sublime
imae- inary hopes. He has built a supero bridge between the
world of realities and the ’/orld of dreams. He has penetrated
into the inner recesses of mortal souls, and has revealed
their meannesses, their v/eaknesses, and their v/retchedness
.
The author's whimsical wit and gaiety cannot entirely hide
his sardonic smile.
No play could have a greater influence on our
present outlook. Tenderly and with gentle irony Barrie has
pointed out thit the universal discontent man has with his
O'vn position in life is the greatest mistake. The second chance
we cll are clamoring for ”/ould make us no happier and no
bettor creatures. The second chance changes nothing. Cir-
cumstances alter only the outside of the case, "ithin we
will oe always the same.
''The fault dear Brutus, is not in our stars.
But in ourselves, that we are underlings."
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A]:id underliners "le remain regardless of the trappings 'Thioh go
with our social position. The Crichtons, be they inventors,
heroes, lovers, at the mere sound of a popgun will sink back
into the menials from which they sprang. In reference to
this play John Pollock says, ”If the fruit offered us by Sir
James Carrie is Ditter, with the bitterness of fond illusion
slain, yet there lies within it the compensation only to be
found in 'vork of the first rank. He is the solitary writer
in England, perhaps in the world, today who has at his command
the true tones of tragedy, that ’imitation of action that is
serious, complete, and of a certain magnit ude ; . . . . in the form
of action, not of narrative; through pity and fear effecting
the purgation of these emoti onsi '*( 1)
IvIAKY ROSE
Dear Brutus is a tragi -comedy of this daily life.
Ve all know that our hopes, if fulfilled might lose a great
deal of their charm and attractiveness. Mary Hose is con-
cerned with what we do not know, and can never kno'7 while on
earth. It carries us beyond the horizon, into a distant land
where youth is eternal. It is r ot the Hever-Never Land of
Peter Pan. This is a far more mysterious and unearthly land;
it is called ’’the Island that likes to be Visited'.’ This play
tells the story of a young mother, who vanishes into a distant
isle of the Hebrides, dhe returns to earthly existence many
as young and beautiful as the day she disappeared;years later.
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bat all her loved ones have gro'vn old. Her baby son returns,
a roa/a:h soldier from Australia; and 've 'viness a raeetinffr between
the yoans: mother and her old son.
Mary Hose is a beautiful and symbolical play, that
no other author but 3arrie could have written. It is a
supernatural play in which time is overridden, and the pre-
sent and past are merared. Mary Hose seems to me a moi e
mystical, a more s upernat ural
,
, and yet withal a more human
Peter Pan. Hoth Peter Pan and Mary ^.ose are symbols of
perpetual youth, Peter Pan of physical youth, and Mary Hose
of spiritual and mental youth. As Peter pan clung to his
ooyhood, Mary Hose clings to the fiesh innocence of her child-
hood. Although she attains womanhood and motherhood, she
remains at heart a child. ’Sarrie, perhaps, sought to prove
that contact 'vith the world makes us old, in outlook, as -/ell
as in years. Mary Hose retained her innocence because she
was lost on an island. We like to believ that there are a
great many Mary *.oses in the world, who retauin their innocence
and purity on islands composed of lofty and noble ideals.
There probably never was and never will be a better
ond act play than The Twelve Pound Look . It is a master-
piece of sympathetic under stand in a: framed in a perfect ex-
ample of staere technique. It contains more sentiment, humor,
and irony than can be found in many a fill-len^?th play, Charles
Frohman placed it only second to Peter pan.
If we like to imagine ourselves as the heroes and
J’y
heroines of the plays ’’e see, an indulgence '^ichis laade
partio vilarly easy in Barrie’s plays, because of his keen
penetration into human nature, 'le are bound to be jolted
in The T^’/^lve pound Look . Here ’ve are actually cabled upon
to play the leading role, but, the leading role hare is not
a very ad mi ra ole one.
’’If quite convenient , (as they say about cheques),
you are to conceive that the scene is laid in your ov/n house,
and that Harry oiras is you. ...It pleases us to make him a
city nan, but (rather than lose you) he can be turned with a
scrape of the pen into a ^1.3., fashionable doctor, Secretary
of otate, or what you will.... It is that day in your career
when everything went wrong just when everything seemed to be
superlatively right. In Harry’s case it was a woman who did
the mischief. She came to him in his great hour and told him
she did not admire him. Of course he turned her out of the
house and was soon himself again, but it spoiled the morning
for him.”
The play tells the story of Harry Sims who is very
soon to oe knighted. A typist is hired to answer the letters
of congratulation. Harry and Hate, the typist, meet and re-
cognize each othei
: Hate had once been Harry’s 'wife, who had
left him suddenly 'vithout 'explanation fourteen years before.
He is anxious to kno'W -/ho was the othei man. What a olow to
his pride when she tells him: ’’There ’7as no one, Harry; no
one at all.’’ She simply left him because he was too success-
ful. ”Your success was suffocating ae.” And then she sends
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ap the cry that seeois to oome from the’ very heart and aoul
o± ’vonaani-ind : -'^If only yoa’d been a man, Harry.... Haven’t
you heard of them? They are soriethinf? fine; and every
voman is loath to admit to herself that her husband is not
one. 'Vhen she marries, even thouerh she has been a very
trivial person, there is in her some vaj?ue stirring: to’vard
a ’vorthy life, as v/ell as a fear of her eapacity for evil,
ohe knovs her chance lies in him.... I didn’t g-ive you up
villin^iy, Harry. I invented all sorts of theories to ex-
plain you. Yo ir hardness,--! said it ’vas a fine ^ant of
mawK. i shne s s , Your coarseness--! said it e-oes 'vith strength.
Your contempt for the v/eak--! called it virility. Your ”/ant
of ideals was c lear-sisrhtedness . Your igrnoble views of women
I tried to think them funny.... but ! had to let you go. You
had only one quality, Harry, success.’’
!n fifteen minutes 'Sarrie reveals a whole life his-
tory.
The .Yill is oased on the truism that ’’money does
not Drin.p- happiness.” It is a serious little study of a
devoted younpr couple who besrln with plenty of love and one
hundred and seventy pounds a year, end end up with plent.y of
money and frustrated hope and ambitions and no love at all.
The once devoted young lover
,
now an old man of sixty mourns
mourns: ’’Things went wrong. ! don’t know how. It’s a beast
of a world.” To his la'7yer he says: ’’The noney I’ve won
’7ith my blood if I bring it to you in sacks, will you
flins: it out of the window for me?” There can be nothing
but applause and sincere appreciation for The 'Vi 11 which is
one of Barrie’s best achievements in the short play.
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CHAPTER IV
TH^ WAR PLAYS
During the war, Barrie, in common with most v^rite
devoted his pen to the writing of war rlays. It is diffi-
cnlt to associate Barrie the author of Peter Pan with that
abominable, atrocious, brutal, and insane slanghter, that
W 0 call the Great 'Var; which smashed the bodies of our
yo’ing men and killed their souls. It is this strange asso-
ciation of Barrie with the clash of vast armies that make
his war plays of snch great interest. 3ei5?ed by war fever,
Barrie wished to devote some of his dramatic talent to com.-
forting the illies. He wrote a n’lmber of pieces in which
his stage technique is at its best.
The gloom of 1916 was lessened by a delicate
play of fancy called A Kiss for Cinderella . Here we have th
usnal Barrie combination of the real and the ’'nreal. Cin-
derella is a poor servant girl, who awaits Prince Charming.
Of course he comes, bnt not wearing a radiant S’lit, nor
riding a milk-white charger, bnt '"’earing a plain bl”»e po-
liceman's 'iniform. The fairy god-mother wears a Red Cross
Nurse's 'iniform, and it is she who "fixes it up" so that
Cinderella a:ets her kiss.
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The Old Lady Shows Her Medals
perfect arid masterl
,7 blending of h’lmor and
sentiment characterizes The Old Lady Shows Her Medals *
.\lthongh dealing with war-time conditions, this play will
never lose any of its charm, for it plays npon emotions
that are not dependent on temporary ci rcnrnst ances. It is
abont a London char'*’oman, who, having no relative at the
ji’ront, borrows a ’’lonely soldier” from a list of names. The
soldier really tnrns np and gallantly adonts his ’’mother".
He goes back to the ^’’ront and is killed, and all his medals
are sent to the poor charwom,an.
The following q’lotation which describes its re-
ception by the French is a fitting trib’ite to this small
masterpiece:-
"jj’rom the moment the certain ’^'’ent np on La Vielle
Maman to its fall, there was not one congh in the whole
honse, and at its fall there was scarcely one dry eye. The
intensity of silence dnring the last scene, where the Old
Lady, without one congh in the whole packed honse, and at
its fall there was scarcely one dry eye. The intensity of
silence dnring the last scene, where the Old Lady, withont
one word, lays ont the nniform of her son in the spirit,
fallen in her war, was something rarely to be experienced,
and the storm of enthnsiasm at the end rarely to be heard.
3nch is the e-ffect of 3ir "^am-es Barrie's genins, the only
playwright of onr day who car draw trne tragedy ont of
'V'..
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ever^^da^y life, on the most traditionally French of French
audiences. It is one of which all lovers of English drama
shonld be prond. The Old Lady is destined to show her
medals long and glorionsly at the Comedie Francaise.” (l)
The Ilew '7ord is a deftly-written sketch showing
a British father in the intensely emotional atmosphere of
the night preceding his son’s departure for the fields of
France.
In Barbara’s Wedding we have a pathetic picture of
an old man, whose brain has left him, and who knows nothing
about the terrible war.
1 Well ^iemembe red Voice reflects the interest in
psychic phenomena which spread so ’"idely after the v’ar.
The spirit of a dead soldier son appears to his father and
tells him abont the spirit life beyond the trenches and the
grave
.
When Barrie turned from the writing of novels to
the making of plays, he became the creator of Peter Pan
,
I'lary Bose
,
Dear Brutus
,
The Admirable Crichton
,
Quality
Street . This magnificent contribution to the modern theatre
Justifies the change which brought ns from a window in Thmwj^
to a land beyond the stars. The theatre is now richer and
finer for Barrie's gift of langhter and tears, tenderness
and hn.m.or, and the most gentle and whimsical satire in onr
langnage. He has passed on to ns the beantif-il thonghts he
saw in his mother's eyes.
I 1) Hammerton, -T.A. - Barrie: The St pry of A Grenins-Chan m. /*-///
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Part III
BAHHia--TH3 LlAIf
GHAPT3H I
Childhood and Sarly Educatiog
'*To be born is to be wrecked on an island, ’’(1)
"/rote Barrie. iCirriemuir--”?hriiras'’--is not exactly an
island, but it was as remote and isolated as any island
when Barrie was born there in 1860. As a child he was
lively and sensitive; but showed no other siams of genius
than those which every fond parent discovers in his child.
He was no freakish child and he entered heartily into the
games of the other boys of the neighborhood. Like Senti-
mental Tommy he 'vent to the Hanky School, and later to the
Free Church School. Very early he shov/ed his taste for the
romantic; a taste which his mother fostered and fed with
stories of her girlhood. These stories, dealing v/ith people
and events of a much older Thrums than Barrie ever knev/,
fired the childish imagination; and later bloomed forth in
The Auld Licht Idylls .
Barrie’s boyhood, in spite of poverty, was a
time of deep happiness and splendid dreams. He differed
from other boys in one respect. Boys, unav/are of their
actual haooiness, usually long for manhood; but Barrie tells
us that the one horror of his childhood ms the fear of
(1) Ballantvne --Coral Island --Preface
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prro’ving up. ’’The horror of rny boyhood that I kneiv I
kne’Y a time ’vould oo.me ’Vhen I also must give up the games,
and ho’7 it 'vas to be done I sav/ not (this aerony still re-
turns to me in dreams, 'Vhen I catch myself playing marbles,
and look on 'vith cold displeasure). I felt that I must
continue playiny in secret, and I took this shado^v to her
(his mother) which convinced us both that we were like
each other." Here we find the original of Peter Pan.
Harrie’s boyhood in .lirriemuir ’.vas a very short
period. At the age of eight he was sent to fllasgow Academy,
and from that time on he was only an occasional visitor to
ICirriemuir. His actual boyhood in xiirriemuir was thus
brought to an end, but his imaginative ooyhood in "Thrums"
was .just bei?inninff. His early removal from the place of
his birth made his mind d^ on it much more than if he
had continued to live there. His departure enabled him to
get a true perspective of "Thrums"
No events of outstanding imoortance marked his
Glasgow schooldays. In 1875 he became a scholar at Dumfries
Academy. Here he had a prominent part in the production of
the school magazine, and began to show the first signs of
his literary genius. A classmate of his at the academy has
'vritten: "I remeeber well his splendid essays in Hlnglish,
his compositions, his fluent pen, his command of languagre.
He was lifted with an extraordinary power of expressing his
thoughts on paper. 3ut if my memory serves me well young
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Barrie only ’vorked ’vhen he felt inclined.”
Dumfries proved to be the making: of our author.
The five happy years soent there definitely inclined him
to romance and drama. During this period he ’rrote his
first Olay, entitled Bandolero, the Bandit ; and before this
period had come to an end his literary ambitions had ad-
vanced from school-magazine sketches to the 'Writing of a
three volume novel, entitled, A Ghild of Nature . It ran
to 100,000 :vords, and the author admits that '’it v/as a very
cynical v/ork.”
OHAPTSR II
University Days
Barrie did not leave his boyhood behind him when
he left Durafries Academy to go to Edinourgh University; out
life became a more difficult thing for him. He was poor
and poverty is keenly felt v/hen one is a student at a univer-
sity. This circumstance, however, did not much affect him.
On the other hand he made the best of it, as is proved by an
article he contributed to the Nottingham Journal wle n he be-
came a writer by profession:-”! knew three undergraduates
who lodpred together in a dreary house at the top of a dreary
street, two of whom used to study until two in the morning,
while the third slept. When they shut up their books they
woke Number 3, who arose, dressed, and studied till breakfast
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ti.'ne. Amonfr the many advantasres of this arrangement tte chief
was that, as they were dreadfully poor, one bed did for the
three. Two of them occupidd it at one time, and the third at
another. Terrible position? frightful destitution? 'Jot a
bit of it . The Millennium vvas in those days. If life was at
the top of a hundred steps, if students occasionally died of
hunger and hard work combined, if the midnight oil only burned
to show a ghastly face, ’weary and worn,' if lodgings were
cheap and dirty, and dinners few and far between, life was
still real and earnest, In many cases it did not turn out
an empty dream. "(1)
The little that is known of Barrie during his
university days tends to give the impression of an ordinary
rather than a brilliant student. Life was now sterner, for
he had to concentrate upon his studies and to find in them
his amusement as "fell as his duty. His friendships were few
and unimportant. He had changed from the hearty lad of
Dumfries Academy into a shy and unassuming young man.
(1) Earamerton, J.A Barrie
:
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QHAPTaR III
The Journalist
Long before James Barrie left the university with
his degree of Master of Arts, he was fully determined that:
’’There could oe no hum-dreadful -drum profession for me;
literature was my game.” He has recalled that he started as
all youn«? writers do, by ’’wooing literature with contribu-
tions that were ail misfits.” He joined the staff of the
Nottingham Journal in Heoruary, 1HB3, as a leader writer at
the ’’prodigious” salary of three guineas a v/eek.. For more
than a year Barrie stayed in Nottingham, writing leaders,
and at the same time composing articles and sketches which
he submitted to London Journals. Gradually he began his ex-
ploitation of ’’Thrums.” The first of his sketches entitled
An Auld Licht Oommunity was printed in the Saint James’s
Gazette. Others followed and were well received; and thus
encouraged Barrie came to London with hardly any means of
subsistence, but with plenty of dreams; dreams which were
to become such glorious realities. Barrie had now oegun
his narch down the road to fame and immortality.
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Id. Heconly places Barrie as ’’something apart, excep-
tional, almost miracnlons. " He adds, ”He is a great poet. He
discerns at once in men and things their deepest and most intimate
qualities. As a poet he is endowed with Virgilian sweetness,
which he scatters broadcast over characters and situations like a
rain of precious stones." (1)
it is Barrie's keen understanding of h-imar. nature, and
his power ox representing it in conversation and in action that
make him a ;?reat plajnvrlght. His technique is marvellous. He
reveals a situation as a lightning flash reveals an object in
darkness. His plays are full "^f action, and yet it is not
because they contain a great deal of story material. often the
story of each play can be given in a siagle sentence, as for
example .oear Brutus and The Admirable (jrichton . Barrie can
make a play out of a single thought, but he can also take an
entire life history and inclose it in a one-act play. ^Jxcellent
examples of this are found in The Twelve Pound jjook and The yvill
,
both of which possess sufiicient material for full-length plays.
xjarrie not only understands his characters but sympathlsies
with them as well; and this sympathy is extended to the audience,
which in some magical way is made to feel that it is a partaker
as well as a witness of the action. This sense of conradeship is
( 1) Mais - Borne Modern Auth ^rs - - p. 252
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due to the extreme reality of the characters, v'ho never allow
our interest to lag or our attention to ^'ander. They captivate
us instantly, if one of them astes a question not for the world
would we miss the answer.
in 1^20 William nyon rhelps wrote of Barrie, m.
Barrie is the foremost Bnglish-wri ting dramatist of our times,
and his plays taken together, make the most important contribu-
tions to the linglish drams since Bheridan. ne unites the chief
qualities of his contemporaries, and yet the last work to describe
his work would be the word eclectic, ^'or he is the most original
of them all. he has the intellectual grasp of ualsworthy, the
moral earnestness of Jones, the ironical mirth of Synge, the un-
earthly fantasy of nunsany, the consistent logic of ‘^Jrvine, the
wit of Shaw, the technical excellence of Pinero, in addition to
those qualities he has a combination of charm and tenderness
possessed by no other man.” (1)
Here we have a typical example of the sort of criticism
bestou^ed on Barrie by those who admire him. it may sound furious-
ly adulatory, but that given him by tf;ose who do not admire or
rather do not understand Barrie is ^st as furiously detractory,
it seems almost impossible to critici?:e Barrie in a calm and un-.
biased manner. rhe only attitude to take In regard to him is
one of unconditional surrender. Only when we give up to him both
heart and mind unconditionally may we hope to ‘udge him fairly and
to understand his message. I'he playgoers are usually those who
( 1) Borth American Beview' - v212-p. P29- nec. 1920
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admire iJarrie, and the critics are ns’ially those who scorn him.
rhere can be no doubt of his popularity in the theatre. Jifilllam
x,yon Fhelps does not hesitate to say that "his plays have given
pleasnre to a larger number than the plays of any other living
dramatist." He adds, "Peter Pan has carried its popularity
through twenty years, and Quality Street trails its perfume of
lavender through the rjnglish theatre today as successfully as it
did in li»02." (1} .ie k:now that in 1 ^j21 The Admirable urichton
is being produced with success. As the popular saying goes,
"Such popnlarity mnst be deserved." The sport of chance cannot
account for rjarrie's popularity with S’lccessive gen^^rati ons.
There mnst be something in this dramatist that -Is fundamental to
humanity, he has felicity of expressions, a keenness of observa-
tion, a tenacity of remembrance of the pettinesses of daily
existence, a sensitiveness to the humorous aspects, as well as the
hypocrisies and lack of proportion in daily life, and a sure and
spontaneo’is sympathy and spiritual understanding. All these
qualities are welded by what is called genins. aarrie's genins
takes upon itself a very hnman form so that it can hardly be
disting’iished from charity, charity, pity, and kindness are the
qualities that distingnish a play of harrie's, and are perhaps the
qualities which have called forth the scornfnl cry of "Sentimentalist'^
hut harrie is no more a sentimentalist than hhaw or ualswcrthy,
for as ejameson so fittingly puts it, "The drama of harrie has other
q-ialities than those of grace and loving kindness, and other arts
( 1) Scribner's Magafine - \.s i Like it - v 84 - u. 744.
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than the wizardry that sets men's thonghts wandering in forgotten
places and their eyes searching for forgotten dreams. There is
pity, infinite pity, and - lest that become intolerable - infinite
conrage, defying snifering and age and death itself, -t'ity and
co’irage alike have a keen fine edge. There is nothing senti-
mental in the mind that called them ont, giving them life and fom-
it is a shrewd mind qnick to see the absurdity of O’lr nhconscions s
postering even while it smiles at them.”
Barrie is a sceptic, bnt he do’ibts only the boastings of
mankind, he is also an ironist who scorns h’lman pretence. nis
social sense is as lively as that of 3haw and (ialsworthy, b^t nnlike
these two dramatists narrie has no faith in the perfectibility of
mankind. This belief, or rather lack of belief, in the social
progress of man, does not make Barrie contemptnons; rather it
arouses his pity. ne are living in an age when it is considered
smart to appear heartless, and becanse Barrie insists on showing
that he possesses S’ich an organ, and in forcing others to admit
that theirs too is in place, the critics cry, ’’oentim^entallst i ”
All of Barrie's plays are plays with a purpose, it is
not the positive purpose of Bhaw or Galsworthy, for since he believes
that it is impossible to change u'ankind he makes no effort to do so.
He is, however, as serions as both these dramatists, bnt he lacks
the tenacions ferocity of Bhaw and the brnning zeal of Galsworthy.
Lacking as he does their faith and visionary zeal, and believing
that hnm.anity like Be ter Pan cannot and does not want to grow np,
{1) Jameson, Btorm. xiodern Drama in 3nrope - p.
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Barrie never goes to the depths, rie rnffles the S’trface of o^ir
emotions and rarely stirs them deeply. According to Barrie,
humanity plays with the world as a child plays with its toy, and
he thinks that perhaps it is the best way. The world is a
beastly place, and there is no chance of changing or improving it,
name thinks, so he laughs at it in his own dry ironic way. Shaw
and “'Veils who believe in S’lperinen, and think utopias not only
desirable but possible are called (jynics. Barrie, who completely
denies the possiblity of either is called a sentimentalist. les.
He is a sentimentalist, but so are Shaw and VTells, and for that
matter, so are we all.
if we analyse Barrie's work, we find that ’inderlying the
covering of sngar and spice, is a bittei* pill. But nnlike Shaw
he does not stress the fact that the pill is there. Shaw does the
thinking for us. Be sets out both sides of the question with
ample exposition. Barrie, on the other hand, lets ns do onr own
thinking, and is not qnite candid as to what he himself thinks.
Barrie's plays, at first glance, seems remote from any definite
philosophy, and yet they could easily furnish the text for a
discourse, isarrie makes us preach onr own sermons.
To sum up Barrie'S achievement it may be said that his
success is due to the fact that he has the power of seeing through
men and things, and the genius which enables him to show what he sees
to others. Bis distinctive style with its hnman qualities will
always insure him sympathetic readers. if we accept his view re-
garding literature, namely, that the opening of the mind to
beautifnl tho’ights is its beginning and end, we are forced to admit
that Barrie has snccessf’tlly reached his goal.
f
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